
What About Barrel Damage?

The potential problem of barrel damage with steel
shot is one of choke expansion which, when it occurs,
appears as a slight ring bulge near the muzzle. Tests
Indicate that the degree of choke expansion varies
with different types and models of shotguns. For most
shotguns, choke expansion under full choke constric
tion either has not occurred or has been sufficiently
slight as to have no significant effect on gun perform
ance.

There is no evidence that choke expansion poses
any safety hazards beyond those normally existing
with any ammunition. A slight change in patterning
might result from choke expansion, but the tests indi
cate that such changes are usually-very minor and may
actually result in slight increases in pattern density.
Moreover, choke expansion apparently is not a prob
lem unique to steel shot. In some guns it was found
to occur also with lead shot, although to a lesser
degree. The potential for choke expansion appears to
be greater in guns with full-choke constrictions than
those with modified or improved cylinder constrictions.
Shotgun owners can write or contact the manufacturers
of their guns for more specific facts about the impact
of steel shot on individual gun models.

What Will Steel Shot Cost the Hunter?

Ammunition manufacturers estimate that steel shot

loads will cost the waterfowler at least 50 percent
more than lead loads. Although the costs of raw steel
and lead are similar, it will cost more to produce steel
shot ammunition.

Many shotgun shooters handload their own ammuni
tion. Powders, primers, and other components, as well
as information needed for proper reloading with steel
shot have not yet been developed or made available
by the manufacturers. When they become available,
their combined costs are expected to be more than
for lead shot components. The reloader will not be able
to vary the charge and loads to the extent possible
with lead.

Is There an Alternative to Steel?

The search for alternatives to lead shot has involved

more than a dozen attempts to find a non-toxic,
ballistically efficient, reasonably priced, and soft sur
faced material which precludes barrel damage to shot
guns.

To date, steel shot is the only material that meets
most of these criteria. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service, however, will continue to consider substitutes
as they are developed.

ConservatlDn as a Waterfowling Tradition

The use of steel shot as a means of protecting our
highly valued waterfowl from death by lead poisoning
is a conservation measure that merits the understand

ing and support of waterfowl hunters. Waterfowl hunt
ers have long been involved in the enhancement of
their sport. Funds resulting from duck stamp pur
chases, for example, are used to acquire and preserve
wetlands. Now, after many years of research, the steel
shot decision has been -made, and the time has come
to act.
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As the Nation's prlnctpal conservation agency,

the Department of the Interior has responsibility for

most of our nationally owned public lands and natural

resources. This includes fostering the wisest use of

our land and water resources, protecting our fish and

wildlife, preserving the environmental and cultural

values of our national parks and historical places, and
providing for the enjoyment of life through outdoor
recreation, The Department assesses our energy and

mineral resources and works to assure that their

development is in the best interests of all our people.

The Department also has a major responsibility for

American Indian reservation communities and for people

who live in island territories under U.S. administration.
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